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U-Joints

Shift into Peak Performance
with Spicer Life Series® (SPL®) U-Joints.

Cold-forged from high-quality steel, Spicer Life Series (SPL) universal joints deliver the
strength and durability that today’s performance vehicles demand. Choose from two
alternatives that deliver optimal friction reduction and higher temperature resistance: a
greaseable u-joint or a non-greaseable option that is pre-lubricated for the life of the
part. The synthetic thrust washer eliminates friction and end galling, preventing the
heat that breaks down grease, while the multi-lip seal keeps that grease in—and
contaminants out. It all adds up to all-out protection and a longer life for your
driveshaft, and it’s why Spicer Life Series (SPL) is the brand people trust.
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Engineered for Reduced Wear and Longer Service Life.

You expect a lot from your vehicle, and Spicer Life Series (SPL) universal joints deliver. Spicer Life Series u-joints
consistently outperform competitors, so you can hit the road or trail with confidence. Check out the difference that
SPL u-joints can make in your vehicle, and make sure you’re getting the longer life, increased bearing capacity and
lower maintenance costs that Spicer Life Series (SPL) can provide.

Bearing Cups
Heat-treated for strength;
precision-ground and
case-hardened for durability

Journal Cross
Engineered with a solid cold-formed body to ensure
better wear and overall strength

Thrust Washers
Eliminate metal-to-metal contact,
prevent wear and lower the
overall operating temperature

Multi-Lip Seal
Keep grease in and contaminants out, and get
maximum retention in a wider range of environments.
The multi-lip seal on the SPL u-joint includes a garter
spring, seal guard and a needle spacer for optimal

Lubrication Options
Get longer life and lower maintenance costs for your
universal joint with two lubrication options. Choose from a
greaseable u-joint or a non-greaseable u-joint, which is
pre-lubricated for the life of the part.

Spicer. The Most Trusted Name in Automotive Applications.
Spicer Life Series (SPL) universal joints deliver peak performance with lower maintenance, reduced operating costs and
decreased vehicle downtime over the life of the vehicle. Every component has been engineered to give you a smoother
ride and a longer life for your vehicle.

Talk to your Spicer parts representative today, or visit www.SpicerParts.com/u-joints for more information.
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